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SUMMARY

Promotional Marketing is engaging with internal SI&A partners, and third-party research to assess 
primary and secondary research to inform strategies for PCIOL category growth, product uptake, 
and market development,& Driving development of PCIOL marketing strategy to enable 
organization to achieve near- and long-term revenue and profitability goals; demonstrating full IOL
offering (with focus on PCIOLs), PCIOL NPIs and customer experience offerings that support PC 
uptake (e.g., Premium Practice initiatives, Premium Practice tiger team involvement).

SKILLS

Organizational Skills, Customer Service, Intelligence Assistant.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Promotional Marketing
ABC Corporation  June 2012 – August 2014 
 Translated / guided direct reports to translate the specific promotional business needs to 

creative execution across marketing channels.
 Developed and implemented processes to communicate marketed promotion details to key 

stakeholders.
 Supported Marketing Sr Manager to manage cross functional relationships and drive 

alignment on planning and execution timelines and processes
 Led, developed and mentored team of individual contributors to prepare them for larger roles 

within the organization.
 Developed a comprehensive understanding of overall IOL market landscape with deep 

expertise in PCIOL landscape.
 Understood competitors&rsquo; trends, innovation pipelines, and customer and patient 

needs; plus identifying market opportunities and shaping PCIOL strategy.
 Engaged with industry KOLs, customers in-office, and at industry events to gain intelligence 

and elevate penetration/reputation of JJV brand; TECNIS brand; and JJV&rsquo;s InteliLight 
portfolio (our PCIOL lenses).

Promotional Marketing
Delta Corporation  2010 – 2012 
 Manage and execute on site sales and branding strategies Provide exceptional customer 

relations and communicate with customers in a one-on-one .
 Provide on-site presentations aimed at educating customers while identifying products that 

meet their specific needs.
 Promote different products and have proper knowledge about the product Give knowledge to 

customers trying the product Be at the location at a timely .
 Customer assistance, supplying patrons with bronze, silver, and Gold cards Reason for leaving

The owner was involved in .
 Maintained accounts and orders for our vendors of promotional merchandise.
 Job tasks included data entry, filing, creating productivity reports, answering website 

inquiries, providing customer service and order statuses to .
 Additional duties as tasked by my supervisor.

EDUCATION
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